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Abstract 

CRM has become one of the most 
leading business strategies in the new 
millennium. There is a verity of software 
solutions that impalement CRM principles 
including free and property ones. The aim of 
this research is to design and implement an 
evaluation model to help companies in 
choosing the best CRM based on their 
business needs using artificial intelligence 
techniques. The evaluation model uses an AI 
system that can help to specify the 
workflows and needs of the people, who 
want to buy a CRM-system, e.g. to support 
the RFP-process, in addition to determine a 
model for evaluation, and after building it he 
can send it to vendors to get their feedback 
and may be will do so matching algorithm to 
choose the best match. 

Decision making system choose the 
optimal solution based on business needs 
which is provided by RFP templates.  

1. Introduction 

These days, business circumstances are 
changing rapidly because of information 
technology development and the spread of 
the Internet. Thus, it is important to develop 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM). 
CRM can satisfy customer needs that are 
becoming more complex. In addition, 
companies prefer existing customers to new 
customers because acquiring new customers 
induce them to bear more expenture. They 

want to maintain existing customer 
relationships and generate more profits with 
customers through long-term relationships 
[1]. There is an increase in companies that 
introduce CRM software packages for 
efficiency and to develop strong customer 
relationships. From the late 1990’s, CRM 
packages have been introduced in earnest to 
the domestic market. CRM is a new 
management process developed to get 
excellent results in business and to maintain 
long relationships with customers by 
integrating and managing customer 
information [2].  

There is a verity of software solutions 
that impalement CRM principles including 
free and property ones. The aim of this 
research is to design and implement an 
evaluation model to help companies in 
choosing the best CRM based on their 
business needs using artificial intelligence 
techniques.  

1.1. The state of Art 

When a company decides to implement a 
technology solution, it is critical that the 
proper steps be taken to ensure that 
technology is being implemented for the 
right reasons and with the right people. 
Many companies make the mistake of 
cutting corners, thinking that this will speed 
up the implementation process. This must be 
avoided at all costs or the results are 
detrimental to the bottom line. In this Paper, 
we will discuss how business and functional 
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requirements must be translated into 
technical requirements with the complete 
participation of multiple departments. We 
will also look at tools that will enable us to 
evaluate software alternatives as well as 
select the proper software vendor.  

Although CRM has emerged as a major 
business strategy for companies, there has 
been little research conducted on evaluation 
the CRM technology solutions. There are 
some evaluation centers that provide 
companies with RFP templates defining the 
fetchers of a vendor. A company with 
specific needs can't choose the best software 
based on its needs automatically, a company 
can only build their RFP template and then 
ask the software vendors to supply their 
Software fetchers and a company can choose 
the best suitable one by using spread sheets 
like excel to make a check on its RFP.  

1.2. Paper outline 

    In the following section we provide more 
details on Literature Review containing the 
criteria for selection software and a Request 
for Proposal (RFP), what is and how to do it, 
to reach to A CRM RFP template and its 
content. Section 3 depicts Gartner’s vendor 
evaluation model which stresses six primary 
evaluation criteria: functionality, viability, 
service and support, technology, cost and 
vision. Section 4 will discuss the problem of 
selecting the optimal E-CRM, the difficulties 
and disadvantages. Section 5 will introduce 
our view of about the evaluation approach, 
we will introduce the evaluation system 
overview and p resent a RFP template  

2. Literature Review 

2.1. A Selection of Software 

The criteria for selection software are 
numerous. Because each user has different 
criteria, software must take purpose into 
consideration and requires relativity. 
Valacich [3] refers to cost, function, vendor, 
quality, and support as the factors in general 
software selection criteria. Macro [4] 

suggests that a vendor’s reputation, stability, 
cost, terms of contract, satisfaction of 
demands, quality, and after services should 
be considered in selection software. ISO/IEC 
9126 [5] regards functionality, reliability, 
usability, efficiency, maintenance and 
portability as characteristic of software 
quality. CRM is one of the popular software 
packages.Thus; a CRM package has the 
following functions. It involves customer 
analysis through customer segmentation, as 
well as operations such as campaign 
management, customer response, and system 
integrating [6]. The Gartner Group 
introduced five criteria for the evaluation of 
CRM packages. They are vendor viability, 
service and support, technical, functionality, 
and cost [7]. The suitable solution, 
considering the characteristics of a company 
and industry, is to use a CRM package. 

2.2. Request for Proposal (RFP)  

A request for proposal (RFP) is basically 
a publication of detailed requirements by a 
prospective buyer in order to receive vendor 
offerings. In order for the requester to 
evaluate and compare all offers in a fair, 
easier, and faster manner, this publication is 
usually a formal document advising and 
guiding the prospective contractor through 
the whole procurement process (solicitation, 
selection, and award). To do so, the RFP 
document describes all the information 
surrounding the project, among other things: 

• What is the solicitation process 
(mandatory or optional bidders' 
conference, due dates for proposal 
submission or withdrawal). 

• What is the selection process 
(timeline, proposal format, 
evaluation method, criteria, and 
weights). 

•  What is the award process 
(estimated or exact date of award, or 
deadline, contract, terms and 
conditions). 
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• Who to contact regarding the project 
itself, the contract, the solicitation 
process, the selection process, and 
the award process. 

 

2.3 CRM RFP template 

A CRM RFP template is a 
comprehensive list of features and functions, 
or criteria, which you can use as a guide as 
you decide what you will need from your 
CRM solution. 

Thousands of criteria can be listed on an 
RFP template, covering the features and 
functions of various customer relationship 
management modules, including: 

• Sales force automation (SFA).  

• Enterprise marketing management 
(EMM). 

• Customer service and support. 

• Partner management. 

• Contract management and creation.  

• Project and team management. 

• Technical functionality. 

The criteria are often accompanied by 
annotated explanations that make the CRM 
RFP templates even clearer and easier to use 

We have deepened on Technology 
Evaluation Centers (TEC) to provide a CRM 
RFP template [8]. TEC has a library of 
resources, from CRM RFP templates, to 
articles, white papers, and comparison 
reports. TEC's method of software 
evaluation, including CRM consulting 
services, enables decision makers to mitigate 
the risks associated with enterprise software 
selection. 

3. Gartner Model for the Selection 

of CRM 
Gartner’s vendor evaluation model [9] 

stresses six primary evaluation criteria: 
functionality, viability, service and support, 
technology, cost and vision. We recommend 
certain weightings to the criteria for SMBs 

to use when evaluating CRM products (see 
Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 - Gartner’s vendor evaluation model 

 

3.1 Vendor Evaluation: Functionality 

Before SMBs scour the CRM provider 
landscape for the right vendor, they must 
determine what functionality is crucial to 
their business operations (see Figure 2). A 
CRM application suite should enable SMBs 
to have greater insight into their customers, 
increase their customers’ access to the 
enterprise, enable more-effective customer 
interactions, and integrate all their customer 
channels and key back office functions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 – The achievement of CRM. 
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3.2 Vendor Evaluation: Viability 

Strong financials and good management. 
Vendors that rate high in viability have 
plenty of cash to spend on R&D and sales 
and marketing, a seasoned management team 
that can articulate a compelling SMB.CRM 
application vision and execution strategy, a 
satisfied and committed installed user base 
and alliances with complimentary vendors. 

SMB user references. SMB-oriented 
vendors will have many excellent SMB 
references that can verify the quality of their 
relationships with the vendor, in addition to 
the quality of the products and services.  

3.3 Vendor Evaluation: Service and 

Support 

SMBs should favor vendors that provide 
superior post-purchase user services such as 
responsive phone support, quality 
documentation (online and printed), online 
user-group discussions and Web sites with 
diagnostic applications. Low-hassle life 
cycle management. SMBs should choose 
vendors with a track record of providing 
timely, easy-to-install upgrades with 
reasonable additions of new functionality 
and few “bugs.” As an SMB grows, its CRM 
vendor should charge only for additional 
users, not for incidentals (e.g., site location 
changes, operating system changes). 

3.4 Vendor Evaluation: Technology 

Easy to use, simple to maintain. More-
complex technology adds time and expense 
to the implementation and ongoing support 
of a CRM product. Technology that is easy 
to use and simple to maintain reduces not 
only the time and expense, but also the 
frustration and disruption that comes with 
new-product implementations. Products with 
well-designed user interfaces will enhance a 
user’s productivity and minimize the often-
costly dependence on training and phone 
support from the vendor.  

 

3.5 Vendor Evaluation: Cost 

According to a Gartner Dataquest survey of 
U.S. enterprises during 2Q00, SMBs expect 
to invest 0.8 percent to 1.2 percent of their 
revenue on CRM through 200.  

In planning CRM spending, SMBs 
should factor in the initial costs and the total 
cost of ownership (TCO) :  Initial costs and 
Ongoing costs . 

3.6 Vendor Evaluation: Vision 

Future market focus. Vendors that lose 
their SMB focus will be less responsive to 
SMB needs and unable to provide the 
appropriate service and support. As smaller 
vendors become more successful, some will 
likely refocus their efforts on larger 
customers. Larger vendors will seek to grow 
by moving into the middle and lower realms 
of the market. Sales.oracle.com. what will be 
the cost once. 

4. Selecting the optimal E-CRM 

4.1 Overview 

The selection of right CRM system has 
to be done via two stages, the first is to have 
a look at the Internet offers and then to 
choose 3 or 4 CRM systems to know deeper 
about them, the second one is studying each 
one and trying to know which one id the best 
suitable for our work and we can use 
workshops and many meeting to detrain that 
is the best suitable –which can be affected by 
human factor in decision-. 

4.2 Discussion  

    In the first stage there may be an expert 
system to ask the user many questions about 
his domain , size of work, the main needs, 
etc, these questions will lead the user to 5 or 
6 systems, Now the second   stage is to make 
decision about the best suitable one, as 
known CRM system know is varying from 
one company to another, although each 
CRM system can be customized to suit any 
company but  that is not meaning that we 
can use any one, there is fact some 
differentiations cause spending a lot of 
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money to add new attribute for example, so 
we will move to use a RFP for our needs 
which determine exactly what we want and 
send them to vendors instead of meeting 
them now vendors will answer theses RFPs 
and determine the current state of each 
criteria of RFP by one of following states 
“supported – supported via third party – 
future release  - supported on demand – un 
supported  ”. it is noted that each RFP has 
more than 1000 criteria to be discussed and 
theses RFPs can be purchased or written 
after studding. Now we have a complex 
matrix containing all these information and 
we want to select the best one via some 
algorithms like K-nearest algorithm- or via 
data mining, So to do that we have a 
knowledge base contains main two  parts : 
the first one is the comparison between 
theses systems which is internally done by 
the administrator about for example support 
– cost – domain of work – size of work – 
reviews etc , and the second part is the RFP 
templates which will be filled by the user by 
either questions or directly and he will give 
the priority to each  one.   On the other hand 
we have other input to system which is 
Vendors response to RFP as found in there 
documents or after studying it. 

 4.3 Disadvantages 

    Now we will discuss disadvantages 
“Consider, you have successfully developed 
your system, you have to do a permanent 
research on all CRMs, you have in your 
database on every new release, and, you 
have also to look for new ones. This is a big 
task! Who will do this job?”, So it is not an 
effective system so we have to change the 
problem from matching problem to 
gathering requirements problem.  

5. Evaluation System: 

5.1 Overview 

  Depending on last Section it is better to 
make an AI system that can help to specify 
the workflows and needs of the people, who 
want to buy a CRM-system, e.g. to support 

the RFP-process. So there will a study of the 
RFP template of CRM to built an expert 
system  helps the user to write his RFP by 
asking him the right questions ,and after 
building it he can send it to vendors to get 
their feedback and may be will do so 
matching algorithm to choose the best 
match. 

5.2 RFP template 

 TEC analysts developed the RFI based 
on past experience and research into the 
widest and deepest range of possible 
requirements, which is illustrated by figure3. 

 

Figure 3 – CRM RFP template. 

 

The top of the RFI tab contains six 
response columns, Priorities are as follows: 
Must Have = 10 - Very Important = 8 -
Important = 6 - Nice to Have = 4 -Not 
Important = 2 - No Need = 0, Rating Legend 
is as follows figure 4. 

 

SUP Supported as delivered 
"out-of-the-box" 

MOD Supported via 
modifications (screen 

configurations, reports, 
GUI tailoring, etc) 

3RD Supported via a third party 
solution 

CST Supported via 
customization (changes to 

source code) 

Criterion 
Priority 
(0-10) 

Mandator
y 

(Y/N) 
SU
P 

MO
D 

3R
D 

CS
T 

FU
T 

N
S 

Module 1 8 N             

Category 
of 
Module 1 4 N             

Subcateg
ory of 
Category 
1 10 N             

Criterion 1 1 N X           

Criterion 2 6 Y           X 

Criterion 3 4 N     X       

Criterion 4 10 N         X   

Criterion 5 8 N   X         

Criterion 6 8 Y       X     
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FUT Will be supported in a 
future release 

NS Not supported 

Priority 0 to 10, where 10 is most 
important 

Mandator
y 

Yes, only for "must-have" 
factors 

Figure 3 – CRM RFP template. 

 

5. Conclusion  

There is a verity of software solutions 
that impalement CRM principles including 
free and property ones. A company with 
specific needs can't choose the best software 
based on its needs automatically, a company 
can only build their RFP template and then 
ask the software vendors to supply their 
Software fetchers and a company can choose 
the best suitable one by using spread sheets 
like excel to make a check on its RFP. 

  We suggest an AI system that can help to 
specify the workflows and needs of the 
people, who want to buy a CRM-system, to 
support the RFP-process by asking him the 
right questions ,and after building it he can 
send it to vendors to get their feedback and 
may be will do so matching algorithm to 
choose the best match. 
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